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Abstract
Armando Haeberer made a substantial contribution in translating results from the philosophy of science
to software testing. He showed that the limits of the standard methodology of conﬁrming theories, where
observations are derived from the theory and hypothesis, are also present in software testing. He criticized
the classical test case generation approach from algebraic speciﬁcations, but also supplied an alternative
based on Glymour’s bootstrap approach. However, the debate that one would expect after his contribution
never really happened. This is especially astonishing since most of the model-based testing approaches
follow the method he criticized. This paper aims to open the debate by looking on his ﬁndings from a fresh
point of view. We use the concept of reﬁnement to clarify the fundamental issues involved in testing and
discuss the practical consequences.
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1 Introduction
Testing based on formal speciﬁcations (models) 3 , became an active research area,
especially after Gaudel pointed out that “testing can be formal too” [17]. The
reason for this growing interest is that speciﬁcations allow the automation of black-
box testing. They can be structurally analysed to generate test cases and they
provide some elements to predict the outcome of a test. As a result, today, most
of the speciﬁcation languages come with a test case generation approach, like for
example VDM [14], Z, B [24], CSP [26], Lotos [18], or RAISE [13]. However, the
ﬁeld has failed to consider its deeper foundations rooted in epistemology.
1 Email: bka@iist.unu.edu
2 Email: cwg@iist.unu.edu
3 The terms formal speciﬁcation and model are used synonymously in this paper.
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It was Armando Haeberer [25] who realized that the results from philosophy of
science are relevant to software testing. Especially, the controversy over how sci-
entiﬁc hypotheses can be conﬁrmed (or refuted) by ﬁnite observations, translates
to the problem of test case generation from formal models. Carnap had developed
a logical framework, the Statement View, to discuss the issues involved. One of
these problems is that the theoretical language in which a hypothesis is stated in-
volves inﬁnite quantiﬁcation, but the world of observations is ﬁnite. How to conﬁrm
with ﬁnite observations, inﬁnite theories? His debates with Popper are well-known,
and Dijkstra’s famous sentence that “test cases can only show the presence of er-
rors and not their absence” basically reﬂects Popper’s view. However, Haeberer
et al. reported another important result [9,10,21] to the computer science commu-
nity. Clarke Glymour showed in [19,20] that the classical approach to derive the
expected observations from the hypothesis and a background theory has fundamen-
tal problems and that all attempts to rescue this hypothetico-deductive approach
have failed. This is especially alarming, since most of today’s model-based testing
approaches are in essence hypothetico-deductive — including the algebraic testing
approach, as it was originally proposed by Gannon, Mc Mullin and Hamlet [16] and
Bouge´ et al. [6,7,8] and then further developed and implemented by Bernot, Gaudel
and Marre [5,17].
As a consequence, Haeberer criticized this algebraic test case generation method
and presented several counterexamples where this testing method fails. In these ex-
amples the generated test cases report false negatives: some software modules get
rejected, although observationally equivalent to others which pass the tests. Hae-
berer proposed instead to apply Glymour’s bootstrap testing approach to overcome
these problems. However, to our present knowledge, the debate that one would
expect to follow never really happened. This paper aims to open the debate by
looking at his ﬁndings from a fresh point of view. We use the concept of reﬁne-
ment to clarify the fundamental issues involved in testing and discuss the practical
consequences.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. After this introduction, Sec-
tion 2 presents the hypothetico-deductive approach to conﬁrming theories as well
as Glymour’s fundamental objections to this method. Next, in Section 3 we map
the philosophical discussion into a theory of programming (and testing). Then, in
Section 4 we discuss the concrete objections of Haeberer to the classical algebraic
testing approach. In Section 5 we ask if Glymour’s Bootstrap method may serve as
an alternative? Finally, Section 6 draws the conclusions.
2 The Hypothetico-deductive Approach
The essence of the hypothetico-deductive method (HD) is that evidence is seen as
conﬁrming a theory if it can be deduced from that theory. The evidence is predicted,
and conﬁrms the theory if the prediction is true. So, for example, a speciﬁcation
axiom is part of a theory, which also ought to be a theory of the implementation.
An instance of the axiom, if it is true in a test of that implementation, conﬁrms the
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theory that the implementation is correct. Here “conﬁrms” is used in the sense of
“gives positive evidence for”.
More formally, a hypothetico-deductive schema (in a simple form) is a triple
〈ST,H,E〉 where ST is the background theory, H is the hypothesis we hope to
conﬁrm, and E is the evidence, such that
(i) ST and H are mutually consistent
(ii) ST , H  E
(iii) ST  E
The ﬁrst condition is obvious. The second is the heart of HD and says that
the background with the hypothesis entails, and hence predicts, the evidence. The
third prevents evidence that can be deduced from the background alone being used
to conﬁrm something irrelevant.
Glymour’s objections (from [10]) are
(i) E can never conﬁrm any consequence of ST .
(ii) If H is conﬁrmed by E with respect to ST , then so is H ∧ φ, where φ is any
sentence consistent with H ∧ ST .
(iii) If E is true and not a tautology, and φ is any consistent sentence such that E
 φ then φ is conﬁrmed by E with respect to a true theory (namely (φ ⇒ E)).
Haeberer et al. consider the ﬁrst diﬃculty as tolerable, but think that the com-
bination of the other two results in an untenable approach. Unfortunately, their
examples do not refer to these diﬃculties and no further argument is given. Actu-
ally, the counterexamples to the algebraic testing approach have other (technical)
causes, as we will see in Section 4. But ﬁrst, we have a closer look at the two philo-
sophical obstacles by translating them into a well-known theory of programming.
3 When Test Cases Are Too Weak
To discuss HD and its diﬃculties in a software testing context, we translate it to
the theory of designs of the Uniﬁed Theory of Programming (UTP) [22]. In fact,
we will deﬁne the meaning of a program, as well as its test cases, as a predicate in
ﬁrst order logic. This will show that the problems of HD are related to reﬁnement
(and abstraction).
Designs in UTP are predicates in a particular form with pre- and postconditions.
The free variables of a design (predicate), called the alphabet, represent state vari-
ables before (undecorated variable names) and after execution (decorated variable
names) of a program. In addition, special Boolean variables ok and ok′ denote the
successful start and termination of a program. Formally, we deﬁne
Deﬁnition 3.1 [Design] Let (precondition) P and (postcondition) Q be predicates
not containing ok or ok′.
P  Q =df (ok ∧ P ) ⇒ (ok
′ ∧Q)
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A design is a predicate relating observations before and after execution that can be
expressed in this form.
Implication establishes a reﬁnement order (actually a lattice) over designs. Thus,
more concrete implementations imply more abstract speciﬁcations. Obviously, this
gives the well-known properties that preconditions are weakened under reﬁnement
and postconditions are strengthened (become more deterministic):
Theorem 3.2 (Reﬁnement of Designs)
[(P1  Q1) ⇒ (P2  Q2)] iﬀ [P2 ⇒ P1] and [(P2 ∧Q1) ⇒ Q2]
For a deﬁnition of common operators on designs, like sequential composition,
conditional, choice, etc., we refer to [22].
We take the point of view that test cases are speciﬁcations that deﬁne for a given
input the expected output. Consequently, we deﬁne test cases as a sub-theory of
designs.
Deﬁnition 3.3 [Test Case, deterministic] Let i be the input vector and o be the
expected output vector, both being lists of values, having the same length as the
variable lists v and v′ respectively. Equality over such vectors is deﬁned pointwise
in the obvious way.
T (i, o) =df v = i  v
′ = o
Although suﬃcient for deterministic programs, test cases derived from a speci-
ﬁcation have to take non-determinism into account.
Deﬁnition 3.4 [Test Case, non-deterministic] Sometimes test cases have to take
non-determinism into account, therefore we deﬁne non-deterministic test cases as
follows:
T(i, c) =df v = i  c(v
′)
where c is a condition on the state space deﬁning the set of possible expected
outcomes.
Previous work of the ﬁrst author [1,2,3] has shown that reﬁnement is the key
to understand the relation between test cases, speciﬁcations and implementations.
Reﬁnement is an observational order relation, usually used for step-wise develop-
ment from speciﬁcations to implementations, as well as to support substitution of
software components. Since, we view test cases as (special form of) speciﬁcation, it
is obvious that a correct implementation should reﬁne its test cases. Thus, test cases
are abstractions of an implementation, if and only if the implementation passes the
test cases. This view can be lifted to the speciﬁcation level. When test cases are
properly derived from a speciﬁcation, then these test cases should be abstractions
of the speciﬁcation. Formally, we deﬁne:
Deﬁnition 3.5 Let T be a test suite (conjunction of test cases), S a speciﬁcation,
and I an implementation, all being designs, and
[I ⇒ S] and [S ⇒ T ]
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we deﬁne
• T as a correct test suite with respect to S,
• all test cases in T as correct test cases with respect to S,
• implementation I passes a test suite T ,
• implementation I conforms to speciﬁcation S.
The reader will note that this represents exactly the hypothetico-deductive ap-
proach in ﬁrst-order logic. The test cases T are the predicted observations and are
deduced, here by implication, from a speciﬁcation S. The speciﬁcation represents
the hypothesis to be conﬁrmed. In this context, the second diﬃculty of HD, namely
that every stronger hypothesis can be conﬁrmed, is not a diﬃculty in practice. It
simply means that all reﬁnements of S are conﬁrmed as well. This is consistent
with our testing theory that all reﬁnements should pass the tests derived from a
speciﬁcation.
The third diﬃculty is more serious. The test case derivation approach of HD
permits test cases that are too weak in the postcondition. This leads to test cases
that are not able to detect all errors.
Example 3.6 Consider a speciﬁcation
S =df true  sorted(xs
′) ∧ permutation(xs, xs′)
for a sorting algorithm that sorts an input list xs. Then, we can derive a test case
S ⇒ T ([3, 4, 2], [2, 3, 4])
However, also the following more abstract non-deterministic test case is a valid
abstraction
S ⇒ T([3, 4, 2], sorted(xs
′))
This test case is too weak since it could conﬁrm a wrong implementation that sorts
but loses elements of the input list.
This shows that deduction, here implication, may lead to inadequate test cases
that are too weak. In the context of pre-postconditions one has to be careful not to
weaken the postcondition by mistake. Note, however, that weakening the postcon-
dition might be a strategy for having more eﬃcient test oracles. For example, after
several tests of the sorting algorithm, a tester may decide to focus on checking the
order assuming that the permutation condition has been suﬃciently conﬁrmed. It
is obvious that such a strategy should be taken with great care.
Next, we turn our focus on the common algebraic testing approach for testing
abstract datatype implementations. Again, as we will see, it is the implementation
relation (i.e. axiomatic reﬁnement) that causes the fundamental issues.
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4 Testing against an Algebraic Speciﬁcation
In the algebraic testing approach test cases are generated from an algebraic speciﬁca-
tion. This approach was originally proposed by Gannon, Mc Mullin and Hamlet [16]
and Bouge´ et al. [6,7,8], and then further developed and implemented by Bernot,
Gaudel and Marre [5,17]. It has been successfully applied to test procedural [4],
functional [12] and object-oriented [15,11] programs. Recently, we applied it to test
executable models written in the RAISE speciﬁcation language [13].
The (algebraic) speciﬁcations used in this approach consist of a signature Σ
and positive conditional equations as axioms, where the signature declares sorts
and sorted function symbols. In this setting, a program P under test against the
speciﬁcation SP = (Σ, Ax) must provide some procedure or function for executing
the operations in Σ. Given a ground Σ-term t, we let tP denote the result of the
computation of t by P . Here, a test is any ground equation (t1 = t
′
1 ∧ · · · ∧ tk =
t′
k
) → t = t′. A test experiment of a program P against such a ground formula
consists in: (1) evaluating ti and t
′
i
and comparing their results for 1 ≤ i ≤ k; (2)
if every one of these tests was positive, then evaluate t and t′ and compare their
results; otherwise this test experiment can be discarded.
Given a conditional equational sorted speciﬁcation SP and a program under test
P under test against SP , a testing context is a pair (H,T ) where H is a hypothesis
on P and T a set of tests. In general, it is assumed that the program can perform
the above mentioned comparisons only for observable sorts. Typically, observable
sorts are the predeﬁned sorts of the programming language in which P was written.
For terms of non-observable sort, the approach proposes to wrap them in an
observable context. Two non-observable terms are then considered equal, if no
observable context can distinguish them.
The ideal testing context is (Hmin, ExhaustSP ). Hmin states that for every ob-
servable sort, P provides a correct implementation of equality, and the behaviour of
P is observationally equivalent, via the observable contexts, to a ﬁnitely generated
Σ-algebra. ExhaustSP represents the exhaustive test set and is the set of all ground
instances of the axioms of SP . The consequents of these axioms have additionally
to be wrapped in every possible observational context if they involve non-observable
sorts. In order to reduce the set of tests to a practical size, selection hypotheses are
introduced. Various selection hypotheses can be formulated and combined depend-
ing on some knowledge of the program, some coverage criteria of the speciﬁcation
and ultimately cost considerations.
As well as his philosophical objections, since this approach is HD, Haeberer
had several other objections. It should be pointed out that these issues are well-
known and documented in the literature (see, for example, discussions on the oracle
problem). In this section, we brieﬂy discuss his objections from our practical point
of view in order to see in the next section if his alternative Bootstrap approach
would do better.
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4.1 The necessity to extend the implementation
First, axioms may involve equalities between abstract or hidden sorts, and such
equalities are probably not implemented: designers of databases are unlikely to
include a function to test if two databases are equal.
This is a well-known problem and often referred to as the oracle-problem. Gan-
non et al. already point out this issue in their conclusions of [16]:
“The principal ﬂaw in the system is that it requires each function mentioned
in the speciﬁcation to be implemented. An equality function for each new type
must be provided, since a generic equality would seldom implement what the
user intended. The problem becomes more acute if the speciﬁcation uses hidden
functions (i.e., functions used in the speciﬁcation only), each of which must appear
in the implementation for testing to be performed.”
Using an “observer-generator” style of speciﬁcation can largely avoid this prob-
lem, but otherwise the general answer is that abstract equalities can be deﬁned in
terms of the observers of those types. The equality deﬁnition has to be added, but
the problems of deﬁnition should not be too great. The running time of test cases
may be large, but any approach to testing software with large data objects will have
to deal with that.
Second, there may be hidden functions that are not implemented. For example,
any speciﬁcation of a sorting program is likely to involve relations like “permutes”
and predicates like “sorted” that will not appear in the ﬁnal implementation: a
natural speciﬁcation of a sorting algorithm is that the result is a sorted permutation
of the input. But it seems there are only two choices for an oracle in such a situation:
either one uses an existing, trusted implementation of the same problem, or one has
to use the speciﬁcation. If the speciﬁcation involves hidden functions that are not
implemented, one has little choice but to implement them.
4.2 Extension of the implementation aﬀects how it is developed or implemented
This follows from the previous objection. First, we remark that designing for testa-
bility is standard in other branches of engineering as well as software engineering: it
is by no means intrinsically poor practice. Second, in software probably more easily
than in other engineering disciplines, it is usually possible to add extra functions
using mechanisms like inheritance that do not aﬀect the code being extended.
4.3 Wrong implementation of a hidden function can generate a false negative
This is the essence of one of the examples in [9] (see Example 4.1 below). This is
an example of how a change in an axiom involving hidden variables can be done
without changing the result, but in fact the problem is more general. Any wrongly
deﬁned extension can produce test failures without, obviously, aﬀecting the program
being extended. If the program is in fact correct, the result is a false negative. To
give an analogy: the theory of a circuit may give a prediction of the voltage at
some point, but the implemented hardware will probably not include anything to
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report it. A test probe used to check the voltage may be placed in the wrong place,
or the voltmeter may be faulty. Such problems are not usually held to invalidate
the technique, and the failure will not be held invariably to mean an error in the
implementation.
There is another analogy in the area of mutation testing, where programs under
test are changed slightly (usually in ways intended to mimic common mistakes
by programmers). If the existing set of test cases gives the same result for the
mutated program as for the original, it is an indication that the set of test cases
may be inadequate. Perhaps the mutated code is not being exercised, for example.
But there may be other explanations: the mutated code may in fact be equivalent
to the original, or the mutation may be in unreachable code. So one does not
immediately assume the conclusion (here the inadequacy of a set of test cases).
A better analysis is that the algebraic testing approach detects the mutation in
the axiom, but the problem was in the speciﬁcation: changing the axiom made no
diﬀerence to the input-output speciﬁcation, and the quality of the speciﬁcation was
at fault. We might go further and suggest that it is an advantage of the algebraic
testing approach being able to ﬁnd problems with speciﬁcations!
Incidentally, the example can be shown to reduce to one without any hidden
variables, involving just the single axiom
o(x1, x2, x3, x4) = x2 ∧ x3 ∨ x4
where the inputs are xi for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. The interesting thing is that the output
o does not depend on x1, and the speciﬁcation seems very likely to be wrong. It
would be nice to have a technique that could discover this!
Example 4.1 Let S = (Σ, Ax) be the following algebraic speciﬁcation of a circuit
involving a hidden sort HBool and an observable one Bool.
Σ = ({Bool,HBool}, Op)
Op = {0B , 1B : Bool,
0H , 1H : HBool,
+BBH , •BBH : Bool×Bool → HBool,
•HHH : HBool ×HBool → HBool,
+HBH : HBool×Bool → HBool,
+HBB : HBool ×Bool → Bool,
a, b, c, d, e : Bool ×Bool×Bool ×Bool → HBool,
o : Bool ×Bool ×Bool×Bool → Bool}
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program P1
var w1, w2, w3, w4: Bool
function +BBH(x, y: Bool): HBool
function +HBH(x: HBool; y: Bool):
HBool
function +HBB(x: HBool; y: Bool):
Bool
function •HHH(x: HBool; y: HBool):
HBool
function •BBH(x, y: Bool): HBool
function a(x, y, z, t: Bool): HBool
return x +BBH y
function b(x, y, z, t: Bool): HBool
return y •BBH z
function c(x, y, z, t: Bool): HBool
return a(x, y, z, t) •HHH b(x, y, z, t)
function d(x, y, z, t: Bool): HBool
return b(x, y, z, t) +HBH t
function e(x, y, z, t: Bool): HBool
return c(x, y, z, t) •HHH d(x, y, z, t)
function z(x, y, z, t: Bool): Bool
return e(x, y, z, t) +HBB t
begin
input(w1, w2, w3, w4)
output(z(w1, w2, w3, w4))
end
program P2
var w1, w2, w3, w4: Bool
function +BBH(x, y: Bool): HBool
function +HBH(x: HBool; y: Bool):
HBool
function +HBB(x: HBool; y: Bool):
Bool
function •HHH(x: HBool; y: HBool):
HBool
function •BBH(x, y: Bool): HBool
function a(x, y, z, t: Bool): HBool
return x +BBH y
function b(x, y, z, t: Bool): HBool
return y •BBH z
function c(x, y, z, t: Bool): HBool
return 1H
function d(x, y, z, t: Bool): HBool
return b(x, y, z, t) +HBH t
function e(x, y, z, t: Bool): HBool
return c(x, y, z, t) •HHH d(x, y, z, t)
function z(x, y, z, t: Bool): Bool
return e(x, y, z, t) +HBB t
begin
input(w1, w2, w3, w4)
output(z(w1, w2, w3, w4))
end
Fig. 1. Two implementations of speciﬁcation S.
Ax = AxHBA ∪ {
a(x1, x2, x3, x4) = x1 +BBH x2,
b(x1, x2, x3, x4) = x2 •BBH x3,
c(x1, x2, x3, x4) = a(x1, x2, x3, x4) •HHH b(x1, x2, x3, x4)
d(x1, x2, x3, x4) = b(x1, x2, x3, x4) +H BHx4
e(x1, x2, x3, x4) = c(x1, x2, x3, x4) •HHH d(x1, x2, x3, x4)
o(x1, x2, x3, x4) = e(x1, x2, x3, x4) +H BBx4 }
The axioms AxHBA are the laws of Boolean Algebra for hidden and observable
sorts.
In Figure 1 two implementations of S are presented. The two programs diﬀer
only in function c. In program P2 the function c always returns 1H , which represents
a fault known as AND gate stuck. An example test case designed according to the
algebraic testing technique is the following ground term:
c(0B , 0B , 0B , 0B) +HBB 0B = (a(0B , 0B , 0B , 0B) •HHH b(0B , 0B , 0B , 0B)) +HBB 0B
Program P1 passes this test case. However, as expected P2 fails the test, since it
evaluates to
1B = 0B
which is false. What makes this example interesting is the fact, that the input-
output behaviour of both implementations is equivalent. Hence, the truth-tables
computed by P1 and P2 are the same, but the test case produced by the algebraic
testing approach rejects P2.
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4.4 The approach does not deal with non-deterministic programs
Haeberer et al. extend their Bootstrap approach to deal with non-deterministic
programs, and we see no reason why the classical algebraic testing approach could
not be similarly extended. Essentially there is a set, deﬁned explicitly or by its
characteristic predicate, of expected outputs for a given input and any member of
the set is accepted as a success of the test case.
4.5 Incomplete reﬁnement checks
The underlying principle of Haeberer’s counterexamples is the well-known incom-
pleteness of axiomatic reﬁnement, where one has to show that the axioms of the
abstract version are preserved in the reﬁned one (see e.g. [23]).
Again, the test cases can be viewed as abstractions (or the speciﬁcation as
a reﬁnement of the test cases). Obviously, the ground term equations that are
derived from an algebraic speciﬁcation must hold in the speciﬁcation and should
hold in the implementation as well. However, this assertional reﬁnement is known to
be incomplete. For example, in the presence of hidden functions in the speciﬁcation,
that are not present in the reﬁned implementation, one would need to extend the
reﬁnement with the hidden functions in order to prove reﬁnement. The RAISE
method, where hidden functions need not to be implemented, recommends this
extension for proving such reﬁnements [27]. However, in black-box testing this is
not always possible, since the source code of the implementation under test might
not be available. Therefore, it can happen that the test cases fail to show the
reﬁnement although the implementation is observationally equivalent to a correct
one. The consequence is what appears to be a false negative. However, since the
algebraic testing approach bases its conformance relation on axiomatic reﬁnement,
we cannot talk about a failure of the method. The algebraic tester just has to
keep in mind that in some cases his axiomatic tests are stricter than observational
equivalence.
The same might happen with state-based speciﬁcations, if forward simulation is
used to link the speciﬁcation and an implementation under test. Since it is well-
known that forward simulation is incomplete, again false negatives might occur 4 .
5 Bootstrap Testing as an Alternative?
We recall that the hypothetico-deductive method involves predicting evidence from
the background theory plus our hypothesis, and then conﬁrming that the actual
evidence is as predicted. This is in line with standard software engineering practice,
such as the standard advice to write the acceptance tests early in a project on
the basis of the requirements (whether these requirements are formal or stated in
natural language). Such acceptance tests are the prediction from the theory of the
requirements.
4 It was Jim Woodcock who pointed us to the relation between incompleteness of forward simulation and
model-based testing.
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The bootstrap method works in reverse. It takes the evidence ﬁrst and deduces
from it (instances of) theoretical hypotheses. So, for example, from evidence that
our sort program generates sorted versions of its input we can conﬁrm (again, ﬁnd
positive evidence for) the hypothesis that the output is a sort of the input. This
approach is a common one in science. For example, from observations of planetary
orbits it was ﬁrst hypothesized by Kepler that the orbits were ellipses with the sun
at a focus, and Newton later hypothesized the inverse square law of gravitational
attraction which was conﬁrmed by the same observations.
As Haeberer points out, when the evidence conﬂicts with the theory it is the
theory that is normally rejected. It took a long time, but we eventually accepted
the evidence and rejected the Ptolomaic theory of the solar system, in spite of our
preference for the elegance and simplicity of circles. But in software testing such
conﬂicts cause us usually to reject the program for failing to conﬁrm its theory, the
requirements. So Haeberer is proposing a kind of reversal of the bootstrap approach:
we want to conﬁrm the program, not its theory.
But it also seems to be in reverse in another but related sense. We construct the
program in order for it to have certain properties: the requirements. At the start
we have the theory but not the evidence. And if we cannot or should not predict
the test cases from the theory, how do we write our acceptance tests?
The bootstrap approach has other conditions that need to be fulﬁlled, which
we state here informally. We assume we have a theory T , a hypothesis H, an
(in)equation to be tested with respect to this theory, and some evidence E which
consists of a set of values for a set of variables. We assume that H and T are
mutually consistent and that H could be invalidated by E. For 〈T,H,E〉 to be
considered a bootstrap schema it is necessary that:
(i) It is possible to calculate the values of all the essential variables of H from the
values in E using some subtheory Tx of T .
(ii) These values satisfy H.
(iii) There is no (in)equation K with essential variables a strict subset of those of
H such that H,T  K and K,T  H.
(iv) There is no (in)equation K with essential variables a strict subset of those of
Tx such that theories H ∪ Tx and K are equivalent.
The “essential” variables of an (in)equation are those that occur in every system
equivalent to it.
The intuition behind condition 3 is that otherwise, if variable y were essential to
H but not K, y would be determined by H with T , and hence would not determined
by the evidence. We want H to be no stronger than is justiﬁed by the evidence.
The intuition behind condition 4 is that otherwise spurious refutations would be
possible based on evidence irrelevant to H.
There are variations on the description of the bootstrap schema, but the essential
ideas are the same. The practical problems are also the same: the conditions
of the bootstrap schema involve terms, in particular the essential variables of an
(in)equation and the existence of (in)equations with particular properties, that are
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deﬁned proof-theoretically. Can they be computed? If not, what is the practical
method?
It should be noted that the treatment given by Haeberer is for a restricted
formalism: existential equational logic. Extending it to other formalisms remains,
as far as we know, to be explored.
6 Conclusions
Armando Haeberer’s great contribution to software testing was to remind computer
scientists to look into the foundations of their work. He exhibited problems by
linking testing theory to epistemology. It was his presentation of the hypothetico-
deductive approach that leads to the main observation presented in this paper:
Reﬁnement and its dual abstraction might cause problems when not applied with
care in testing.
We showed that as a result of applying HD, test cases might become too abstract
(weak) for reliably conﬁrming a speciﬁcation. The other fundamental limitation of
HD is related to the incompleteness of some proof methods for reﬁnement. This
topic needs further investigation and discussion. Existing testing frameworks need
to be reconsidered, if the issues raised are present and, if so, well-known. It is the
goal of this paper to start such a discussion.
While trying to describe Haeberer’s philosophical objections we have also sought
to balance them with practical considerations. This is by no means to say the
objections can be dismissed: there are real issues such as dealing adequately with
hidden functions while retaining soundness. We suspect there may be styles of
speciﬁcation that ameliorate some problems, but this needs exploration.
Neither is it clear how much bootstrap testing can help, since until now, no
automation is available. A possible technique might be constraint solving. Another
interesting question is how far one could combine the two approaches. Similar to
simulation techniques, where forward and backward simulation are needed, boot-
strap testing could be used, in cases where the hypothetico-deductive approach
fails.
It is our great regret that Armando passed away in 2003 and cannot continue
in these discussions, where his background in philosophy as well as in software
engineering would be invaluable. He was our colleague and our Institute’s Director
for all too short a time. We must always be aware of his conclusion: we ignore the
foundations of what we do at our peril.
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